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Odds are that right now you’re doing a
handful of tasks manually that you don’t
need to, like sorting through an endless e-
mail inbox. According to Microsoft,
employees spend just under two hours
daily on e-mail – that’s more than eight
hours a week spent in your inbox instead
of on more creative or strategic projects.

But many businesses and employees have
found a way off the relentless merry-go-
round of to-dos: automation. By using
software to manage repetitive tasks
(without human intervention), you can
complete your to-do list faster, spending
less time on menial tasks and more time
doing the projects you enjoy.

Task #1: Get Your Inbox To Zero
(Without Wasting A Day Of Your Life)

E-mail is essential to our work today, but
managing an overflowing inbox is an
endless job. Automation tools, however,
can quickly organize and prioritize e-
mails, schedule responses and even
convert e-mails to actionable tasks.

Here are a few ways to automate your e-
mail tasks:

1. Automating inbox organization. 
In every mainstream e-mail platform, you
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...continued from cover is tedious and can also be subject to more
human error. Here are three ways automation
improves bookkeeping:

1. Automatically import and categorize
transactions. Automation software can
automatically pull in and categorize
transactions from your bank accounts and
credit cards, dramatically reducing the need
for manual entry and helping maintain
cleaner, more organized financial records.

2. Generate custom financial reports with
one click. Automated reporting tools also
have robust capabilities for generating detailed
financial reports instantly. These platforms
allow for real-time insights into financial
performance, enabling leaders to make
informed business decisions quickly.

3. Integrate with your bank and payment
processors: There are tools that also provide
comprehensive integration with banking
systems and payment processors that track
cash-flow management and ensure that all
transactions are automatically recorded and
reconciled in your accounting software.

Focus On The Work You Enjoy

E-mail, appointments and bookkeeping are
critical to running your work and business,
but they don’t need to be a mind-numbing
time suck. Use simple automation tools to take
manual tasks off your plate so you can focus
on the creative and strategic parts of your
business you enjoy most.

streamline how you prioritize and handle
incoming messages.

Task #2: Hands-Off            
Appointment Scheduling

We’re all busy people, but booking a meeting
shouldn’t require 10 back-and-forth e-mails.
Calendar automation tools remove this
annoying exchange by enabling people to book
directly on your calendar and sending
automatic event invitations and reminders.

With calendar automation tools, you can:

1. Allow clients to book directly into your
calendar. With automated calendar tools,
customers or team members can view your
available time slots and book directly.

2. Sync schedules across devices and team
members. These tools can also sync with most
e-mail platforms, ensuring all team members  
are updated in real time when a time or  
location changes.

3. Send automated appointment reminders.
Calendar tools also support sending automated
appointment reminders. These can be
customized to go before the appointment,
reducing no-shows and making sure everyone
is on time and prepared.

Task #3: Streamline Bookkeeping

Tracking the ins and outs of finances manually 

can create filters and rules. Start by setting up
filters in your e-mail to automatically sort
incoming e-mails based on criteria like sender,
subject or specific keywords. For instance,      
e-mails containing the word “invoice” can be
directed straight to a designated folder.

2. Use labels and categorization. Most         
e-mail platforms have an automatic label feature
that helps you categorize e-mails more
dynamically than folders will allow. You can
apply multiple labels to a single e-mail, making
it easier to retrieve e-mails that may fall into
several categories.

3. Scheduling and automating e-mail
responses. Delayed send or scheduling tools
automatically send your e-mails at
predetermined times, which can be particularly
useful for reaching recipients in different time
zones. Write now, send later.

4. Automate task creation from e-mails.
Automation services can integrate your e-mail
with project management tools and
automatically convert incoming e-mails into
actionable tasks, so you never miss an important
action item!

5. Utilizing AI and advanced automation. 
If you want to level up your e-mail automation,  
some automation tools let you use AI to label
new e-mails based on their content, which can

FREE CYBER SECURITY AUDIT:

At no cost or obligation, our highly skilled team of IT pros will come
to your office and conduct a comprehensive cyber security audit to
uncover loopholes in your company’s IT security.

After the audit is done, we’ll prepare a customized “Report Of
Findings” that will reveal specific vulnerabilities and provide a
Prioritized Action Plan for getting these security problems addressed
fast. This report and action plan should be a real eye-opener for you,
since almost all of the businesses we’ve done this for discover they are
completely exposed to various threats in a number of areas.

To Get Started And Claim Your Free Assessment Now, 
Call Our Office At 703-860-2233 
Or Visit www.AdRem.com/cyberaudit
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Compliancy
Navigator

One of the many challenges you probably face as a business owner is
dealing with the vague requirements present in HIPAA and PCI-DSS
legislation. Due to the unclear regulatory messaging, “assuming” rather than
“knowing” can land your organization in hot water with regulators. 

The Health and Human Services (HSS) Office for Civil Rights receives over
1,000 complaints and notifications of HIPAA violations every year.1 When
it comes to PCI-DSS, close to 70% of businesses are non-compliant.2 While
you might assume it’s okay if your business does not comply with HIPAA
or PCI-DSS since many other companies are non-compliant as well, we can
assure you it’s not. Keep in mind that being non-compliant puts you and
your business at risk of being audited and fined. 

RISKS OF FAILING TO MEET MINIMUM COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Never take compliance lightly because non-compliance can lead to:

Hefty penalties: HIPAA violations can draw fines ranging from $100
to $50,000 per violation, with a maximum fine of $1.5 million per
calendar year of non-compliance.1 PCI-DSS can squeeze your budget
too, with fines ranging from $5,000 to $100,000 per month.3

1.

Uninvited Audits: Non-compliance can lead to unpleasant inspections
and audits that can result in fines.

2.

Denial of liability insurance claims: You must be extra careful while
selecting solutions for your business. Using a single non-compliant
solution can cause your insurance provider to deny a liability insurance
claim.

3.

Loss of business reputation: It takes years to build a reputation and
just minutes to ruin it. Don’t let your business fall into the pit of non-
compliance.

4.

Imprisonment or even forced closure: In cases of severe non-
compliance, regulatory bodies can sanction the arrest of top executives
or even close the business. 

5.

ARE YOUR EXISTING BUSINESS TOOLS COMPLIANT?

If you are unsure where to start, assessing your business tools — cloud,
VoIP, email service, electronic file-sharing service, applications, etc. — is a
good place to start. Here are a few ways to check your existing business
tools for compliance:

HIPAA
Does the tool use AES 256-bit encryption? It doesn’t matter if sensitive
data like electronic Protected Health Information (ePHI) is at rest or in
transit. Encryption is required by HIPAA.
A tool with proper access controls ensures those who genuinely need
sensitive data can access it. What’s your tool’s access control policy?
Is there automatic log-off in place if no user activity is detected over a
specified timeframe? HIPAA requires this in order to safeguard high-
risk data.

PCI-DSS
Were the default passwords during the initial setup changed after
installation? PCI-DSS specifies the importance of changing passwords
to keep threats at bay.
Are inactive user accounts removed or frozen after the warning period?
Inactive accounts are easy targets for attacks.
Does your tool store, retrieve or transmit cardholder information? If so,
it must have the newly mandated version of the Transport Layer
Security (TLS) protocol.

These lists are not comprehensive and only scratch the surface. Also, none
of the points mentioned above ensure the tool is HIPAA or PCI-DSS
compliant. Just consider it a starting point. 

If you’re confused about what your next steps should be, don’t worry.
We’re here to help.

Use our expertise in compliance matters to conduct a comprehensive
assessment of your business’s current state of compliance. Contact us now to
learn more. 

PRESENTED TO YOU BY SHERPA, AN ADREM SYSTEMS COMPANY:

 theSherpa.us | 571-360-3926 | info@thesherpa.co

Sources: 1. National Library of Medicine 2. Help Net Security Magazine 3. Security Boulevard
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CARTOON OF
THE MONTH

you find out that you can do it… No matter
how hard or how bad it gets, there’s more to you
than to whatever it is you have to face.”

However, Peterson explains that when we face
challenges, it’s important to approach them with
an “upward aim” or vision. This prevents us from
becoming bitter or resentful during the process
and lets us see the path through the challenge
more clearly.

“You see the things that will help you, the things
that will get in your way and the opportunities
for transformation,” he explains. “The aim
specifies the landscape, and that’s something
remarkable to know.”

If you’re not clear on your aim or vision,
Peterson suggests spending time thinking
about these questions:

If you could have what you need and want
in work, life and your relationships – within
reason – what would it be?

What do you need to keep you going
another day, another year?

We embark on a transformative journey by
confronting our fears and flaws and taking
responsibility for our actions. This practice of
self-improvement benefits us and ripples out to
our families and communities.

“Remember, everything you do is an up-aim …
The way you talk to people, the way you look at
your wife, the way you greet your customers, the
orientation for the money you make, your
attitude toward yourself – every single bit of that,
all devoted to that upward aim,” Peterson says.
“Then life reveals itself as an upward adventure –
and that’s the truth.”

Although it can be difficult, we don’t protect our
children from every challenge they face. We let
them fail, learn and grow. Otherwise, they’d
never really know what they are capable of. As
adults, however, we tend to shy away from
challenges, seeing them as obstacles to a better
life. But clinical psychologist and University of
Toronto professor Dr. Jordan Peterson warns,
“All the avoidance in the world isn’t going to
save you from your fate… There are endless
pathways to tragedy, and that’s the basic
condition of life in some ways.”

It sounds hopeless, but Peterson explains that it’s
the opposite: people bold enough to face
challenges head-on hold the key to unlocking
life’s most tremendous potential. Peterson has
made significant contributions to psychology,
religion, ethics and growth with his renowned
books, including 12 Rules For Life: An Antidote
To Chaos and Beyond Order: 12 More Rules For
Life. He recently spoke at an industry conference
and explained how, by embracing difficult
circumstances with an “upward aim,” we have
the opportunity to find true satisfaction and
meaning while having the adventure of our lives.

How To Face Challenges 
With An Upward Aim

A bad boss, a fight with a loved one or even
being let go from a job – it feels like something
is always standing between us and happiness. But
Peterson encourages us not to avoid challenges.
By opening our eyes to them and mustering the
courage to overcome them, we transform into
better versions of ourselves and move closer to a
more fulfilling life.

“That’s how you find the pearl of greatness,”
Peterson explains. “You face up to the genuine
catastrophes of existence, and what happens is 

In 2024, computer and network security
company SquareX ran a study testing
the effectiveness of popular e-mail
platforms in keeping out e-mails with
dangerous attachments. One hundred
malicious documents were sent through
a third-party e-mail provider to
platforms including Gmail, Outlook,
Yahoo!, AOL and Apple iCloud Mail. What
they found was that the majority of the
harmful documents successfully
evaded e-mail provider antivirus and
malware scans. “It genuinely scared us
that it was this easy,” the company
wrote. Remember, you are the last line
of defense in your inbox. Never click on
an attachment you weren’t expecting,
verify the sender before opening and
ensure your device is protected with the
most up-to-date security software.

MOST E-MAIL PLATFORMS
STINK AT KEEPING OUT

DANGEROUS E-MAIL
ATTACHMENTS
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IT BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

Managed and Co-Managed Service
(MSP)

Managed Security Service (MSSP)
Cloud Computing

VoIP Solutions
Data Backup and Recovery

Cybersecurity
Vendor Management

Hardware as a Service (HaaS)
Secure Access Service Edge (SASE)

Virtualization
Remote Work Environments

COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS

CMMC, NIST, HIPAA, ISO, FTC,
etc.

Email Enclaves
Employee Security Training
Data Backup and Recovery

Data Privacy and Encryption
Disaster Recovery Planning

Penetration Testing
Vulnerability Scanning

Policy Consulting
Cybersecurity Consulting

HARDWARE PROCUREMENT 
Shop.AdRem.com

HOSTING & ONLINE SERVICES
OnlineServices.AdRem.com

Domain Registration and Transfer
Website Hosting: Website Builder &

WordPress
Website Security Solutions
Custom Website Design

WordPress Website Support Solutions
Logo Design

Virtual Private Servers (VPS)
Dedicated Servers
Email Marketing

OUR SERVICES
IS YOUR CYBER INSURANCE

AT RISK?

Notable Team Achievements

Many businesses are unaware that without certain cybersecurity measures in
place, their cyber insurance claims could be denied. Ensure your business is
protected by meeting these 5 crucial requirements:

Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA): Essential for securing access to
sensitive systems and data.

1.

Segregated Backups: Protect your data from ransomware by
maintaining isolated, up-to-date backups.

2.

Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) & Next Gen Anti-Virus
(NGAV): Proactively detect and mitigate advanced threats.

3.

Patching and Vulnerability Management: Regularly update and
patch systems to close security gaps.

4.

Cybersecurity Employee Training: Educate your staff on best
practices to prevent cyber incidents.

5.

Without these measures properly implemented, your cyber insurance claim
could be at risk. Contact us today for more information or read our detailed
article on the subject.

Contact Us:
Call Our Office: 703-860-2233 
Email Us: AdRem.info@AdRem.com
Visit our website: www.AdRem.com

Scan QR Code to Read Full Article

Patrick Birt is the Owner and CEO of AdRem Systems Corporation and
Compliancy Sherpa, LLC. He uses over 35 years of IT and federal service
experience as a Lead Engineer for government solutions to guide organizations
in safeguarding sensitive data against cyber threats. His deep understanding
ensures strategies align and empower businesses with the complex compliance
and technology needs of Today.

SAFE CYBER SPOTLIGHT
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OUR MISSION
To apply our 20 Year
Legacy of knowledge and
innovation, to defend
Critical IT Networks, and
encourage a more secure
nation of Tomorrow by
delivering Today’s
technologies with
respected, trusted, and
proven individuals.

In 12 Rules For Life: 
An Antidote To Chaos, 
Jordan Peterson, acclaimed 
clinical psychologist and 
one of the world’s most 
influential public thinkers, distills
complex theories on human personality
into 12 practical principles. This book,
grounded in knowledge from psychology
to religion to mythology, challenges 
the pursuit of happiness and instead
emphasizes finding meaning amid life’s
inherent suffering. Through a blend of
personal anecdotes, clinical insights and
ancient wisdom, Peterson crafts 
a compelling book that encourages
taking individual responsibility to
combat the chaos of modern life. His
straightforward style and deep dives
into cultural and psychological issues
make this book a profound guide for
anyone looking to bring more order and
fulfillment to their life. 

By Jordan Peterson

12 RULES FOR LIFE:
An Antidote To Chaos

SMARTPHONE SOLUTIONS
FOR DESKLESS WORK 
Business isn’t happening exclusively in the
office anymore. People work from almost
anywhere and they’re doing it from their
phones. As more employees move toward a
“deskless” work life, smartphones are no longer
just communication tools but are the epicenter
of  many business operations.

According to a 2020 report by Emergence,
about 80% of the workforce worldwide is
deskless, meaning they don’t have a traditional
office or workplace. Many deskless employees
are service techs, sales, retail, construction, or
health care workers. However, data shows that
60% of deskless workers aren’t happy with the
tech that employers provide them, and a
whopping 78% said tech is a crucial factor when
choosing a job. Embracing a mobile mindset
isn’t just a business advantage – it’s essential to
staying productive and competitive.

Support Your Workforce 
With Mobile Apps

With just a few taps on a smartphone, your
team can clock in, communicate, manage tasks,
revise documents and stay connected, regardless
of their physical location.

Productivity Apps: Project management tools
revolutionize team collaboration, allowing for  
real-time updates and seamless coordination.
Mobile Payments: Payment apps make  
transactions smoother, more secure and more
flexible to customer preferences, supporting
sales anywhere, anytime.

Operations Management: Operations apps
track inventory in real time. These tools are
crucial for maintaining accuracy and efficiency
in inventory management, and they can be used
directly on a smartphone.

Marketing: Engage with audiences through
mobile-first marketing apps that let marketing
team craft and monitor campaigns from their
phones, including managing social media
activity, scheduling posts and tracking
engagement  across platforms.

CRM And Sales Enablement: CRM platforms
ensure that customer information and sales tools
are always in your team’s pocket so they can
access detailed contact insights, pipeline
management and sales actions anytime.

Keep This In Mind Before Buying

First, check that an app is compatible with        
your existing systems. Then, make sure it’s
customizable to fit your business processes and
requirements. You’ll also want to consider the
app’s cost, including any initial setup fees and
ongoing subscription charges, to ensure it’s
within budget. Above all, security is paramount,
especially for apps that handle sensitive data,     
like payment apps. Look for robust security
features and compliance with relevant         
industry regulations.

Enhance Business With Deskless Tech

For business leaders navigating today’s versatile
work environment, integrating mobile apps into
daily operations is not just for the fully deskless
workforce. It’s a forward-thinking move for any
company aiming to streamline workflows and
stay competitive. By providing the right tools
that work as effectively on the go as they do at a
desk, leaders can future-proof their businesses,
ensuring their team has the resources they need
to succeed in the increasingly mobile-centric
world of work.

https://www.amazon.com/Think-Faster-Talk-Smarter-Successfully/dp/B0BW2DNZHX?ref_=Oct_d_obs_d_660628_0&pd_rd_w=Ip91z&content-id=amzn1.sym.19d2a25c-010e-4868-895d-f447f83a99d3&pf_rd_p=19d2a25c-010e-4868-895d-f447f83a99d3&pf_rd_r=VWFDZXBQSDVNYENN59HT&pd_rd_wg=AVBfG&pd_rd_r=6175036e-ce30-4a80-b098-ec2ee5a70c4d&pd_rd_i=B0BW2DNZHX
https://www.amazon.com/Think-Faster-Talk-Smarter-Successfully/dp/B0BW2DNZHX?ref_=Oct_d_obs_d_660628_0&pd_rd_w=Ip91z&content-id=amzn1.sym.19d2a25c-010e-4868-895d-f447f83a99d3&pf_rd_p=19d2a25c-010e-4868-895d-f447f83a99d3&pf_rd_r=VWFDZXBQSDVNYENN59HT&pd_rd_wg=AVBfG&pd_rd_r=6175036e-ce30-4a80-b098-ec2ee5a70c4d&pd_rd_i=B0BW2DNZHX

